uiuLearn STUDENT TUTORIAL

CONTENT > NAVIGATING COURSE CONTENT

This tutorial covers how to navigate through course content and locate the syllabus.

STEP 1> Enter a course in uiuLearn and click the ‘Content’ tool link.

STEP 2> The ‘Overview & Syllabus’ area will be the first item you see in the course navigation tree. It will display a welcome from your instructor and the course syllabus.
STEP 3> Check on the ‘Table of Contents’ area to view a list of content items in a course. In most cases, instructors will separate their items into separate weekly modules (e.g. Week 1, Week 2, etc.). However, it is possible your instructor may name things differently or have them organized in their own particular way. Please reach out to your instructor if you are unable to access certain content items. It is also possible some content is hidden until certain conditions or dates are met.

STEP 4> There are multiple ways to navigate course content: breadcrumb trail, side panel and the previous/next buttons.

Breadcrumb trail:
Side Panel:

Next/Previous Buttons:
STEP 5> Bookmarks can be created for any content item. Click the bookmark icon in the top right corner of a page.

STEP 6> When a Content item is bookmarked, you can access your bookmarks in the left-side navigation area.

In need of more uiuLearn tutorials? Find them here: http://uiu.edu/online/resources/studentsuiulearn.html